STREAM INVENTORY REPORT
Alder Creek

INTRODUCTION
A stream inventory was conducted beginning July 15 and ending September 30, 2003 on Alder
Creek. The survey began at the confluence with the Pacific Ocean and extended upstream
88,909 feet or 16.8 miles. Stream inventories and reports were also completed for the fish
bearing tributaries of Alder Creek. Most of the tributaries were unnamed on the USGS 7.5
minute quadrangles. For the purposes of this report, streams were named, before surveys were
conducted, from the headwaters down to the mouth.
The Alder Creek inventory was conducted in two parts: habitat inventory and biological
inventory. The objective of the habitat inventory was to document the habitat available to
anadromous salmonids in Alder Creek. The objective of the biological inventory was to
document the presence and distribution of juvenile salmonid species.
The objective of this report is to document the current habitat conditions and recommend options
for the potential enhancement of habitat for coho salmon and steelhead trout. Recommendations
for habitat improvement activities are based upon target habitat values suitable for salmonids in
California's north coast streams.

WATERSHED OVERVIEW
Alder Creek is located in Mendocino County, California (Map 1). Alder Creek's legal
description at the confluence with the Pacific Ocean is T13N R17W S12. Its location is
39°00′17″ north latitude and 123°41′45″ west longitude. Alder Creek is a third order stream and
has approximately 84,909 feet of solid blue line stream according to the USGS Mallo Pass
Creek, Point Arena, Cold Spring, Eureka Hill, and Zeni Ridge 7.5 minute quadrangles. Alder
Creek drains a watershed of approximately 29.17 square miles. Elevations range from about 0
feet at the mouth of the creek to 2,598 feet in the headwater areas. Mixed conifer forest
dominates the watershed. The watershed is entirely privately owned and is managed for timber
production. Vehicle access exists via Highway 1 and an unmarked dirt road leading to Alder
Creek State Beach, approximately 35 miles south of Fort Bragg and 2 miles north of Manchester.
The upper watershed is accessed via Mountain View Road approximately 1.4 miles south of
Manchester. From Highway 1, follow Mountain View Road east to the 11 mile road marker.
Piper Ranch Road and side roads, as well as Mendocino Redwood Company logging roads were
used to access the stream.
A Department of Fish and Game (DFG) stream survey was conducted on April 8, 1966, on Alder
Creek. D. Netherby and K. Rockwood of DFG surveyed from the mouth at the Pacific Ocean
upstream approximately 4 miles to the falls and near the Piper Ranch, approximately 4 miles
from the headwaters. Steelhead rainbow trout were observed below and above the falls during
this survey.
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Mendocino Redwood Company, LLC conducted electrofishing surveys at set stations along the
mainstem Alder Creek. Surveys were conducted in the years 1994-196 and 2000-2002. Juvenile
and young-of-year (YOY) steelhead rainbow trout were the only salmonid species observed
during these surveys.

METHODS
The habitat inventory conducted in Alder Creek follows the methodology presented in the
California Salmonid Stream Habitat Restoration Manual (Flosi et al., 1998). The California
Department of Fish and Game field crew and the Watershed Stewards Project/AmeriCorps
Members (WSP/AmeriCorps) that conducted the inventory were trained in standardized habitat
inventory methods by the California Department of Fish and Game (DFG). This inventory was
conducted by a two-person team.

SAMPLING STRATEGY
The inventory uses a method that samples approximately 10% of the habitat units within the
survey reach. All habitat units included in the survey are classified according to habitat type and
their lengths are measured. All pool units are measured for maximum depth, depth of pool tail
crest (measured in the thalweg), dominant substrate composing the pool tail crest, and
embeddedness. Habitat unit types encountered for the first time are measured for all the
parameters and characteristics on the field form. Additionally, from the ten habitat units on each
field form page, one is randomly selected for complete measurement.

HABITAT INVENTORY COMPONENTS
A standardized habitat inventory form has been developed for use in California stream surveys
and can be found in the California Salmonid Stream Habitat Restoration Manual. This form
was used in Alder Creek to record measurements and observations. There are nine components
to the inventory form.
1. Flow:
Flow is measured in cubic feet per second (cfs) at the bottom of the stream survey reach using a
Marsh-McBirney Model 2000 flow meter.
2. Channel Type:
Channel typing is conducted according to the classification system developed and revised by
David Rosgen (1985 rev. 1994). This methodology is described in the California Salmonid
Stream Habitat Restoration Manual. Channel typing is conducted simultaneously with habitat
typing and follows a standard form to record measurements and observations. There are five
measured parameters used to determine channel type: 1) water slope gradient, 2) entrenchment,
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3) width/depth ratio, 4) substrate composition, and 5) sinuosity. Channel characteristics are
measured using a clinometer, hand level, hip chain, tape measure, and a stadia rod.
3. Temperatures:
Both water and air temperatures are measured and recorded at every tenth habitat unit. The time
of the measurement is also recorded. Both temperatures are taken in degrees Fahrenheit at the
middle of the habitat unit and within one foot of the water surface.
4. Habitat Type:
Habitat typing uses the 24 habitat classification types defined by McCain and others (1988).
Habitat units are numbered sequentially and assigned a type identification number selected from
a standard list of 24 habitat types. Dewatered units are labeled "dry". Alder Creek habitat
typing used standard basin level measurement criteria. These parameters require that the
minimum length of a described habitat unit must be equal to or greater than the stream's mean
wetted width. All measurements are in feet to the nearest tenth. Habitat characteristics are
measured using a clinometer, hip chain, and stadia rod.
5. Embeddedness:
The depth of embeddedness of the cobbles in pool tail-out areas is measured by the percent of
the cobble that is surrounded or buried by fine sediment. In Alder Creek, embeddedness was
ocularly estimated. The values were recorded using the following ranges: 0 - 25% (value 1), 26
- 50% (value 2), 51 - 75% (value 3) and 76 - 100% (value 4). Additionally, a value of 5 was
assigned to tail-outs deemed unsuited for spawning due to inappropriate substrate particle size,
bedrock, or other considerations.
6. Shelter Rating:
Instream shelter is composed of those elements within a stream channel that provide salmonids
protection from predation, reduce water velocities so fish can rest and conserve energy, and
allow separation of territorial units to reduce density related competition. The shelter rating is
calculated for each fully-described habitat unit by multiplying shelter value and percent cover.
Using an overhead view, a quantitative estimate of the percentage of the habitat unit covered is
made. All cover is then classified according to a list of nine cover types. In Alder Creek, a
standard qualitative shelter value of 0 (none), 1 (low), 2 (medium), or 3 (high) was assigned
according to the complexity of the cover. Thus, shelter ratings can range from 0-300 and are
expressed as mean values by habitat types within a stream.
7. Substrate Composition:
Substrate composition ranges from silt/clay sized particles to boulders and bedrock elements. In
all fully-described habitat units, dominant and sub-dominant substrate elements were ocularly
estimated using a list of seven size classes and recorded as a one and two, respectively. In
addition, the dominant substrate composing the pool tail-outs is recorded for each pool.
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8. Canopy:
Stream canopy density was estimated using modified handheld spherical densiometers as
described in the California Salmonid Stream Habitat Restoration Manual. Canopy density
relates to the amount of stream shaded from the sun. In Alder Creek, an estimate of the
percentage of the habitat unit covered by canopy was made from the center of approximately
every third unit in addition to every fully-described unit, giving an approximate 30% subsample. In addition, the area of canopy was estimated ocularly into percentages of evergreen or
deciduous trees.
9. Bank Composition and Vegetation:
Bank composition elements range from bedrock to bare soil. However, the stream banks are
usually covered with grass, brush, or trees. These factors influence the ability of stream banks to
withstand winter flows. In Alder Creek, the dominant composition type and the dominant
vegetation type of both the right and left banks for each fully-described unit were selected from
the habitat inventory form. Additionally, the percent of each bank covered by vegetation
(including downed trees, logs, and rootwads) was estimated and recorded.

BIOLOGICAL INVENTORY
Biological sampling during the stream inventory is used to determine fish species and their
distribution in the stream. Fish presence was observed from the stream banks in Alder Creek. In
addition, three sites were electrofished in 2002 by Mendocino Redwood Company Aquatic
Biologists, using a Smith-Root Model 12 electrofisher. Sampling techniques are discussed in the
California Salmonid Stream Habitat Restoration Manual.

DATA ANALYSIS
Data from the habitat inventory form are entered into Habitat 8.4, a dBASE 4.2 data entry
program developed by Tim Curtis, Inland Fisheries Division, California Department of Fish and
Game. This program processes and summarizes the data, and produces the following seven
tables:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Summary of riffle, flatwater, and pool habitat types
Summary of habitat types and measured parameters
Summary of pool types
Summary of maximum pool depths by pool habitat types
Summary of shelter by habitat types
Summary of dominant substrates by habitat types
Summary of fish habitat elements by stream reach
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Graphics are produced from the tables using Microsoft Excel. Graphics developed for Alder
Creek include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Level II habitat types by % occurrence
Level II habitat types by % total length
Level IV habitat types by % occurrence
Level I pool habitat types by % occurrence
Maximum depth in pools
Percent embeddedness estimated in pool tail-outs
Mean percent cover types in pools
Substrate composition in pool tail-outs
Mean percent canopy
Dominant bank composition in survey reach
Dominant bank vegetation in survey reach

HABITAT INVENTORY RESULTS
* ALL TABLES AND GRAPHS ARE LOCATED AT THE END OF THE REPORT *
The habitat inventory of July 15 to September 30, 2003, was conducted by B. Budnick (DFG),
and G. Trousdale and S. Sellars (WSP/AmeriCorps). The total length of the stream surveyed
was 88,909 feet with an additional 3,762 feet of side channel.
Stream flow was measured at the bottom of the survey with a Marsh-McBirney Model 2000
flowmeter at 5.12 cfs on July 14, 2003.
Alder Creek is a C4 channel type for the first 10,607 feet, a C3 channel type for 3,349 feet, an F3
for 14,697 feet, an F2 for 18446 feet, an F4 for 34,837 feet, a B3 for 1,338 feet, and an A2 for
the remaining 1,006 feet of stream surveyed. C4 channel types are low gradient, meandering,
point-bar, riffle/pool, alluvial channels with broad, well defined floodplains and gravel-dominant
substrates. C3 channel types are low gradient, meandering, point-bar, riffle/pool, alluvial
channels with broad, well defined floodplains and cobble-dominant substrates. F3 channels are
entrenched, meandering, riffle/pool channels on low gradients with high width/depth ratios and
boulder-dominant substrates. F4 channel types are entrenched, meandering, riffle/pool channels
on low gradients with high width/depth ratios and gravel-dominant substrates. B3 channel types
are moderately entrenched, moderate gradient, riffle-dominated channels with infrequently
spaced pools; very stable plan and profile, with stable banks and cobble-dominant substrates. A2
channel types are steep, narrow, cascading, step-pool streams with high energy/debris transport
associated with depositional soils and boulder-dominant substrates.
Water temperatures taken during the survey period ranged from 55° to 66° Fahrenheit. Air
temperatures ranged from 54° to 89° Fahrenheit.
Table 1 summarizes the Level II riffle, flatwater, and pool habitat types. Based on frequency of
occurrence there were 38% pool units, 34% riffle units, 22% flatwater units, and 6% dry units
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(Graph 1). Based on total length of Level II habitat types there were 37% pool units, 36% riffle
units, 22% flatwater units, and 5% dry units (Graph 2).
Twenty Level IV habitat types were identified (Table 2). The most frequent habitat types by
percent occurrence were low-gradient riffles, 32%; mid-channel pools, 24%; and runs, 17%
(Graph 3). Based on percent total length, low-gradient riffles made up 33%, mid-channel pools
21%, and runs 16%.
A total of 396 pools were identified (Table 3). Main-channel pools were the most frequently
encountered, at 65%, and comprised 63% of the total length of all pools (Graph 4).
Table 4 is a summary of maximum pool depths by pool habitat types. Pool quality for salmonids
increases with depth. One hundred sixty-two of the 396 measured pools (41%) had a depth of
three feet or greater (Graph 5).
The depth of cobble embeddedness was estimated at pool tail-outs. Of the 396 pool tail-outs
measured, 6 had a value of 1 (1.5%); 101 had a value of 2 (25.5%); 112 had a value of 3
(28.2%); 35 had a value of 4 (8.8%); and 142 had a value of 5 (35.8%) (Graph 6). On this scale,
a value of 1 indicates the highest quality of spawning substrate.
Pool habitat types had a mean shelter rating of 25, riffle habitats had a mean shelter rating of 22,
and flatwater habitat types had a mean shelter rating of 20 (Table 1). Of the pool types, the
backwater pools had the highest mean shelter rating at 30. Main-channel pools had a mean
shelter rating of 26 (Table 3).
Table 5 summarizes mean percent cover by habitat type. Boulders are the dominant cover types
in Alder Creek. Graph 7 describes the pool cover in Alder Creek. Boulders are the dominant
pool cover types followed by root wads.
Table 6 summarizes the dominant substrate by habitat type. Graph 8 depicts the dominant
substrate observed in pool tail-outs. Gravel was the dominant substrate observed in 47.2% of
pool tail-outs while small cobble was the next most frequently observed substrate type, at 16.6%.
The mean percent canopy density for the surveyed length of Alder Creek was 80%. The mean
percentages of evergreen and deciduous trees were 49% and 31%, respectively with 20% of the
canopy open. Graph 9 describes the mean percent canopy in Alder Creek.
For the stream reach surveyed, the mean percent right bank vegetated was 69%. The mean
percent left bank vegetated was 70%. The dominant elements composing the structure of the
stream banks consisted of 74% sand/silt/clay, 15% bedrock, 9% cobble/gravel, and 2% boulder
(Graph 10). Coniferous trees were the dominant vegetation type observed in 53% of the units
surveyed. Additionally, 38% of the units surveyed had deciduous trees as the dominant
vegetation type, 6% had brush as the dominant vegetation type, 1% had grass as the dominant
vegetation, and 1% had no vegetation (Graph 11).
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BIOLOGICAL INVENTORY RESULTS
Backpack electrofisher surveys were conducted at three locations within mainstem Alder Creek
by Mendocino Redwood Company, aquatic biologists, in the summer of 2002. All aquatic
species were identified, lengths were taken of salmonids. Steelhead rainbow trout (SH) were the
only salmonid species observed. Other species identified were yellow legged frogs (YLF),
Pacific giant salamanders (PGS), and California newt (CN) (Table A).
Site 89-07, near Nye Creek, produced twenty-four steelhead trout, including eighteen below 70
mm, four between 70-130 mm, and two greater than 130 mm in length.
Site 89-14, near Right Bank Tributary One, produced twenty steelhead trout, including nineteen
below 70 mm and one greater than 130 mm in length.
Site 89-17, near Left Bank Tributary Three, produced thirteen steelhead trout, including eleven
below 70 mm, one between 70-130 mm, and one greater than 130 mm in length.
Table A. Alder Creek biological sampling data.
<70
Date
Site ID Species
mm
70-130 mm
9/26/2002 89-07
SH
18
4
9/27/2002 89-14
SH
19
0
9/24/2002 89-17
SH
11
1

>130
mm
2
1
1

Other species
YLF
CN, PGS

DISCUSSION
Alder Creek was found to have eight reaches with seven different channel types as described in
the Habitat Inventory Results. Channel types include C4, C3, F3, F2, F4, B3 and A2. The
suitability of these channel types for fish habitat improvement structures are as follows: C4
channel types are good for bank-placed boulders; fair for plunge weirs, single and opposing
wing-deflectors, channel constrictors, and log cover. C3 channel types are excellent for bankplaced boulders; good for plunge weirs, boulder clusters, single and opposing wing-deflectors,
and log cover. F3 channel types are good for bank-placed boulders, single and opposing wing
deflectors; fair for plunge weirs, boulder clusters, channel constrictors, and log cover. F2
channel types are fair for plunge weirs, single and opposing wing deflectors, and log cover. F4
channels types are good for bank-placed boulders, single and opposing wing-deflectors, channel
constrictors and log cover. B3 channel types excellent for plunge weirs, boulder clusters, bank
placed boulders, single and opposing wing-deflectors, and log cover. A2 channel types are
generally not suitable for fish habitat improvement structures due to their high energy and poor
gravel retention.
The water temperatures recorded on the survey days July 15 through September 30, 2003 ranged
from 55 to 66 degrees Fahrenheit. Air temperatures ranged from 54 to 89 degrees Fahrenheit.
The recorded water temperatures of 60 degrees Fahrenheit and below are suitable for salmonids.
To make any further conclusions, temperatures would need to be monitored throughout the
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warm summer months, and more extensive biological sampling would need to be conducted.
Pool habitat types comprised 38% of the total length of this survey, riffle 34%, and flatwater
22%. The pools are relatively deep, with 162 of the 396 (41%) measured pools having a
maximum depth greater than 3 feet. In general, pool enhancement projects are considered when
primary pools comprise less than 40% of the length of total stream habitat. In third order
streams, a primary pool is defined to have a maximum depth of at least three feet, occupy at least
half the width of the low flow channel, and be as long as the low flow channel width.
One hundred seven of the 396 pool tail-outs measured had embeddedness ratings of 1 or 2. One
hundred forty-seven of the pool tail-outs had embeddedness ratings of 3 or 4. One hundred
forty-two of the pool tail-outs had a rating of 5, which is considered unsuitable for spawning.
Cobble embeddedness measured to be 25% or less, a rating of 1, is considered to indicate good
quality spawning substrate for salmon and steelhead. Sediment sources in Alder Creek should
be mapped and rated according to their potential sediment yields, and control measures should
be taken.
Two hundred fifty three of the 396 pool tail-outs measured had gravel or small cobble as the
dominant substrate. This is generally considered good for spawning salmonids.
The mean shelter for flatwater was 20. The mean shelter rating for pools was 25. A pool shelter
rating of approximately 100 is desirable. The amount of cover that now exists is being provided
primarily by boulders in all habitat types. Additionally, small woody debris contributes a small
amount. Log and root wad cover structures in the pool and flatwater habitats would enhance
both summer and winter salmonid habitat. Log cover structure provides rearing fry with
protection from predation, rest from water velocity, and also divides territorial units to reduce
density related competition.
The mean percent canopy density for the stream was 80%. Reach 1 had a canopy density of
36%. Reach 2 had a canopy density of 80%. Reach 3 had a canopy density of 76%. Reach 4 had
a canopy density of 79%. Reach 5 had a canopy density of 83%. Reach 6 had a canopy density
of 88%. Reach 7 had a canopy density of 96%. Reach 8 had a canopy density of 97%. In
general, revegetation projects are considered when canopy density is less than 80%.
The percentage of right and left bank covered with vegetation was high at 69% and 70%,
respectively.

RECOMMENDATIONS
1)

Alder Creek should be managed as an anadromous, natural production stream.

2)

Active and potential sediment sources need to be identified, mapped, and treated
according to their potential for sediment yield to the stream and its tributaries.
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3)

Increase woody cover in the pools and flatwater habitat units. Most of the existing cover
is from boulders. Adding high quality complexity with log and root wad cover is
desirable.

4)

Increase the canopy on Alder Creek by planting willow, alder, redwood, and Douglas fir
along the stream where shade canopy is not at acceptable levels. In many cases, planting
will need to be coordinated to follow bank stabilization or upslope erosion control
projects.

5)

There are sections where the stream is being impacted from cattle trampling the riparian
zone. Alternatives should be explored with the grazier and developed if possible.

COMMENTS AND LANDMARKS
The following landmarks and possible problem sites were noted. All distances are approximate
and taken from the beginning of the survey.
Position
(ft):

Comments:

0

Begin Survey at Pacific Ocean. Mouth recently closed by sand; channel runs
parallel to shore for 2769'. Units 001-003 are within the tidal influence. One
copper colored lamprey observed at mouth.

3357

Schools of 1+ salmonids throughout tidal influence.

3666

Concrete structure on left bank.

3780

First elevation change may be in tidal influence at other times of the year but not
during this survey. Coastal bluffs on both banks.

4040

Right bank tributary enters at end of unit, thick brush makes it un-surveyable.

4421

Schools of stickleback, and 0+ and 1+ salmonids.

4433

At 63', bank culvert, 0.4' diameter, flowing, perched 1' above water surface and 2'
from bank, no access.

4912

Beginning of unit, left bank erosion 80' high x 320' long.

5134

Eroded bank has some vegetation - grass, wild flowers and small trees. Erosion
ends at end of unit.

5232

Creek veers away from steep bluff.
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6191

Flow and channel type (C4) measured at end of unit.

6386

At 66'-99', Highway 1 Bridge.

6551

Riparian includes Pacific/black willow, Sitka/silky willow, and alder.

6635

Crayfish observed. Right bank rip rap. Side channel enters at end of unit.

6707

A large gravel bar with willows separates side and main channels.

6932

Large debris accumulation (LDA) including four pieces of large woody debris
(LWD) with small woody debris (SWD) and cable loosely arranged over pool,
causing scour, not retaining gravel.

7108

At end of unit, left bank erosion caused fence to fall into water, root mass and
SWD caught on fence, causing scour.

8909

Large amount of algae. Strong smell of cow manure.

9251

At 20', right bank tributary enters.

10690

Evidence of cattle. Channel type change to C3.

11191

Landslide at beginning of unit.

11581

Grade approximately 6%.

11647

Right bank vegetation trampled by cattle units 081-085. Riparian includes alder
and maple.

11809

At 66', fence strung high across channel so cows can go under and into the creek.

12226

Channel type measured in this unit: C3.

12495

Steep hill on right bank, no more cattle.

12776

Gradient increases.

12914

Animal tracks and trail, right bank vegetation trampled; evidence of cattle in
channel.

13060

Left and right bank vegetation trampled, steep hill on left bank, gradient <2%.

13529

More frequent boulders.
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14039

Channel type change to F3, entering canyon. At 168', side channel enters left
bank.

14366

LDA in pool including 10 LWD and SWD, not a barrier.

14713

Canyon narrowing.

15117

Riparian has more redwood and Douglas fir.

15809

LDA on right bank, not in channel.

16170

At 27', LDA, 4' high x 40' west x 30' long, with >15 LWD and SWD. Channel
has a large gravel bar with LDA.

16611

Bank full width (BFW) wide and gravely, water between rocks above main
channel, no vegetation in channel.

16650

Water spans entire BFW, shallow with 50% exposed substrate.

16908

Many crayfish.

16987

Many 0+ and 1+ salmonids.

17194

At beginning of unit, dry right bank tributary enters side channel. Puddles
between cobble.

17488

Left bank eroding 10' high x 30' long vertical, mature redwoods slumping into
creek, roots exposed.

17681

Left bank erosion, old and high on bank (>30' up).at end of unit, LDA with >8
LWD and SWD, not in channel.

17840

At 120', channel type taken: F3.

19041

Spring or tributary on right bank near end of unit.4-6" and 6-8" steelhead, 3-4"
sculpin observed.

20417

LDA at end of unit, 90' long x 7' H, with >20 LWD.

20473

At beginning of unit, LDA causing channel split, logs may be stuck on a boulder.

20487

4-6" fish in pool. LDA on left bank. Pool to deep to get accurate depth and
undercut shelter.

20947

End of unit, water running down steep bedrock on left bank.
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21118

LDA at end of unit, 60' wide x 25' long x 15' high, including >10 LWD and SWD,
caused channel to go around and scour bedrock.

21453

Channel narrowing, more bedrock and boulder gradient increasing, channel type
change to F2.

21537

At 40', right bank dry boulder/cobble side channel 50' W.

21893

At 57', left bank tributary, steep (>10% grade), brushy, low flow at 50'-100', left
bank erosion high on bank (80' high), trees and gravel in creek bed. LDA at 96',
50' wide x 6' high x 10' long, including eight LWD and SWD.

22555

4-6", 10-12", and many 0+ and 1+ steelhead observed.

22962

At 145' right bank tributary, very small, causing erosion, large alder tree fallen in
creek. Many 3-6" steelhead observed.

23146

At 330', right bank tributary, very small and steep.

23644

At 69', left bank tributary, small, steep, clogged with LWD. Road on right bank.

24350

At 69', small left bank tributary.

24596

At end of unit, trail/old road from MRC/Bedrock road on right bank.

24826

At 20', right bank tributary, very low flow (trickle).

24904

At 95', trickle on right bank.4" fish observed.

25618

Left bank is mainly a huge boulder 5.5' high x 8-10' long.

25654

At end of unit, Tramway Gulch on left bank.

25774

Near beginning of unit, deep area caused by Tramway Gulch. Near end of unit,
log jam on right bank, not in channel, caused scour on both sides with a gravel bar
in between.

26972

At 90', possible tributary, left bank wet (not flowing) gully.

27487

Gradient increasing.

28020

Channel type measured: F2 with a slope slightly >2% at times.

28123

Slope in this area approximately 2.7%.

28583

4-6", 0+, 1+ salmonids observed.
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28709

Possible wet tributary entering under LWD on right bank. At end of unit, left
bank spring. Eight LWD >3' diameter at water edge.

28871

At 100', right bank tributary.

29468

LDA at 73', on dry left bank tributary, huge tree, root mass and several LWD.

29654

Left bank tributary at the top of the impassable pool. Pool too deep to cross and
banks too steep to climb. Approached from upstream and reached another
impassable pool after a 3.5 hour hike from nearest vehicle access. No easy access
available to this point.

34256

Left bank tributary. Live old growth redwood on left bank.

35768

School of fish, fish approximately 6” length.

37220

Large logs piled on banks, tail end of massive landslide debris flow down creek.

37913

BFW taken within landslide site.

38018

Logs piled on banks, possible remnants of log jam.

38090

LWD on banks.

38120

Left bank tributary seems to be the source of the massive amount of landside
debris in Alder Creek below this unit. LWD on banks.

38381

Unit flooded due to dam effect of the landside in previous unit. Alders and other
riparian vegetation partially submerged, barely passable on foot.

39719

At end of unit, Nye Creek on left bank.

39939

Juvenile lamprey (3-4" long) observed.

40245

At beginning of unit, dry tributary.

41329

At 51', right bank tributary.

41839

At end of unit, Tin Can Creek on left bank.

42896

At end of unit, dry right bank tributary.

43428

At 30', wet right bank tributary, very steep (<25% grade), small with low flow.

44034

Old railroad bridge high on right bank.
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44223

Right bank erosion, boulders and metal railroad track fallen from bank.

44775

F2 channel type ends, very distinct channel type change (boulder to gravel) at end
of unit.

44886

Begin new channel type F4. LWD counted is approximately 5' diameter.

45181

Moving out of steep canyon.

45228

0+ and 1+ salmonids observed.

46259

At 39, John Creek on right bank.

46694

LDA and rootmass in pool.

46845

Old road on left bank.

47671

Left bank slump, large trees leaning.

48196

At 120', Bee Tree Creek on right bank.

49189

Gradient increasing.

49968

Near end of unit, new utility line cables across/in creek. Frog

50659

At 156', dry left bank tributary. Near beginning of unit, new utility lines overhead.

50964

Left bank erosion caused by LDA. Four trees in creek, water goes under, not a
barrier.

51079

60' up right bank, trees cut for utility lines - steep section of bank in now bare.

51761

Creek zigzags with sharp (<90°) corners around gravel bars units 387-391.

51936

Large root mass on left bank and partially in water, not an obstruction.

52304

Left bank erosion, adding silt/clay to pool.

52752

At 57', Right Bank Tributary One, old log bridge over it.

53296

At 84', dry right bank tributary. At end of unit, LDA with several pieces of LWD.

53633

Several fallen trees in and around pool.

53951

Fish observed in pool. Inflow and outflow is subsurface.
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54004

Several small trees fallen in water at end of unit.

54330

At 114', dry left bank tributary. Evidence of cattle in stream.

55671

Evidence of cattle in channel - grass eaten down, manure.

55761

Pool and main channel separated by gravel bar.

55803

Camp with bench on right bank, low canopy because of clearing and road.

55977

Water pipe in pool leading to next camp.

56127

Large camp with structures including an outdoor shower and outhouse near creek
on right bank, soap suds at end of riffle.

56151

Right bank structures continue for first half of unit.

56528

At end of unit, dry left bank tributary, approximately 8% grade, bedrock and
boulder substrate.

56795

Inflow subsurface, outflow into unit 434.

57044

Right bank erosion 5-12' H along entire pool.

57275

Evidence of cattle from unit 424 and beyond.

57391

Channel type measured: F4.

57996

Evidence of cattle: eaten grass and manure.

58180

Old road crosses creek.

58228

Small dry left bank tributary.

58272

Left bank erosion from scour, 20' high x 50' long, nearly vertical.

58894

Camp with structures on right bank, path to pool. Left and right bank erosion.

59014

Upstream of left bank tributary, another camp with structures, rope and water
lines (not drawing water) in creek and on bank. Left bank dry tributary.

59131

More camp structures and another outhouse (looks like a flush toilet) within 20' of
water.
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59428

Right bank camp with structures, shower at waters edge with non-biodegradable
soaps. Left and right bank erosion.

59530

Dirt/gravel road on right bank begins ("stop sign driveway").

60263

Small dry right bank tributary. Salmonid young-of-the-year (YOY) still
abundant.

60506

Trail on right bank leads to main road junction with "stop sign driveway".

60557

At 50', left bank dirt/gravel road begins.

60848

At 114', small dry right bank tributary.

61153

Right bank erosion due to road.

61330

Shotgun culvert 1' diameter, 10' above water.

61521

At end and beginning of unit, small dry left bank tributary (either 2 tributaries or a
split mouth).

62797

At end of unit, dry right bank tributary, 18" culvert under road is half clogged
with gravel on upstream side.

62887

At beginning of unit, dry left bank tributary.

64042

At 25', road crossing.

64090

At 57', Right Bank Tributary Two enters.

64513

At 25’ dug out latrine at edge of creek on right bank, 10' high.

65196

Road on left bank.

66336

At beginning of unit, small dry left bank tributary.

67230

Dirt road bridge over creek, main dirt/gravel road now on left bank.

67320

At beginning of unit, road crossing through creek, connecting the same road as
the bridge in the previous unit.

67813

Remnant of old bridge. Right bank erosion.

68047

At end of unit, North Fork Alder Creek on right bank.
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68149

Creek has gone around LDA resulting in left bank erosion. LDA is 10' high x 30'
wide x 6' deep, stuck between alders.

68231

Creek has gone around LDA resulting in right bank erosion. At 60', LDA on left
bank.

68393

Two small dry left bank gullies.

69456

Cobble becoming dominant.

69961

Crayfish and 0+ salmonids still being observed.

70041

Dry left bank tributary.

70801

Left bank erosion - old land slide. Minor right bank erosion.

70894

Evidence of cattle on banks units 592-597.

71044

Low flow of water.

71374

4-6" steelhead and many frogs observed.

71444

Road crossing through creek at beginning of unit. Evidence of cattle on road.

71890

Right bank tributary, dry.

72027

Erosion high on right bank for length of unit.

72191

Left bank tributary. Erosion next to culvert 25' high. fallen trees in creek
impeding flow.

72839

At beginning of unit, dry right bank tributary. BFW

73470

Fallen tree, roots impeding creek flow, accumulating SWD.

73677

At end of unit, right bank tributary, very low flow. At 156', road into creek from
right bank, road continues in creek bed for 240'.

73973

Fish present in the tire tracks. Road continues through most of unit.

74111

Tail crest is in road.

74703

Right bank eroding above bedrock, mature redwoods falling over creek.

74902

Top of side channel pool connected to bottom of previous mid-channel pool.
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75088

At end of unit, small, dry right bank tributary.

76027

At end of unit, left bank spring.

76073

Left bank erosion 12' high x 130' long nearly vertical (units 674-675).

76210

Left bank erosion 6' high, large trees fallen across creek (units 676-677).

76264

Potential barrier in future – LDA, 6' high x 40' wide x 26' long, >20 LWD and
SWD, creek has cut out left bank but water is currently going under, logs
embedded in bank are holding jam in place.

76546

Left bank erosion, bedrock crumbling, huge redwood tree being undercut.

76641

Trees fallen across creek units 684-685 because of left bank erosion.

77328

Right bank erosion 40' L 15' H nearly vertical, large redwoods and roots have
fallen into creek.

77892

At end of unit, very small left bank tributary.

78301

6-8" steelhead observed.

78356

At end of unit, dry left bank tributary.

79022

Panther Creek enters at end of unit.

79073

Two fallen trees, debris and rootmass in pool.

79098

Subterranean flow.

79103

Bridge at end of unit. Debris in pool, LWD on banks.

79190

At end of unit, road crossing.

79220

Near end of unit, landslide and debris in creek.

79328

Heavy machine tracks start near end of unit and continue to unit 735.

79504

Tractor tracks go up right bank.

79947

One 0+ salmonid observed.

80163

At 110', structure on right bank.

80563

Cobble dominant, channel type change to F3.
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80813

Beginning of large landslide. Pool temperature 70°F.

80869

Right bank erosion begins, huge root mass, LWD and SWD in pool.

80889

Huge landslide 60-100' high x 190' long x 10-15' deep, active, visible from road.

81401

Subsurface flow.

81565

Frogs (1 with a tail) in pool. Road crossing at end of unit.

81652

Channel mostly cobble and gravel and some boulder.

82104

Small, dry right bank tributary, no culvert under road.

82520

At end of unit, wet right bank tributary, culvert under road 5.5' diameter, 7.5'
plunge, water trickling under culvert which is rusted out and deformed.

82712

Six 8" steelhead observed.

82758

Dry right bank tributary with boulder channel. No culvert and bank near road is
bare.

82936

Five boulders >10' diameter and an old growth root mass retaining 4-7' sediment.

83056

Dry right bank gully.

83172

Right bank erosion - dry gully.

83190

Salmonid YOY are using large cobble as shelter.

83322

Crayfish observed.

83427

Right bank erosion 20-40' high x 15' deep from 0' to 32'. Right bank under road is
generally steep and erosive.

83605

Left bank erosion - old landslide.

83733

Boulders at top of pool retaining 4' gravel/cobble.

83763

Substrate returns to cobble/gravel with some boulders.

83816

Right bank erosion at beginning of unit.

84028

Log jam 6' high x 23' wide x 14' long, >10 LWD and SWD, not blocking entire
channel.
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84169

Left Bank Tributary Two enters at end of unit. Left bank erosion.

84488

At 10', dry right bank tributary, no culvert under road.

84508

Dry right bank tributary, shotgun culvert out 10' from bank. Erosion around
culvert.

84704

Left bank erosion, bank bare from last half of unit 836 to end of 837.

84738

Some LWD and SWD on right bank, partially in pool.

84768

At end of unit, log jam. BFW

84793

Small dry right bank tributary, no culvert under road. Right bank erosion.

84821

Newt in pool.

84856

Left bank erosion units 845-847.

85078

Small, dry left bank tributary. At end of unit, right bank erosion, debris and root
mass partially in water.

85111

Very small, dry left bank tributary. Right bank erosion.

85122

Left bank erosion units 851-853, old landslide. Steelhead observed.

85397

Large boulders units 857-861.

85437

One dead 0+ steelhead in pool.

85454

7' jump from water to top of boulders retaining sediment.

85699

Right bank erosion, bank is bare near end of unit.

85882

At end of unit, LDA, 6' vertical and 10' horizontal jump to clear jam/rocks.

86021

Very small, dry right bank tributary. Right bank erosion caused by tributary.

86146

Minor right bank erosion.

86263

Very old, out of use bridge consisting of several large diameter LWD >20' L laid
along banks and over creek.

86348

Dry right bank tributary, culvert under road.
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86412

"Timber harvest boundary" flags.

86502

Beginning of unit, very small, dry right bank tributary, no culvert under road.
End of unit, very small, dry left bank tributary. Minor left bank erosion, steep
bank.

86765

Right bank erosion at shotgun culvert 18" diameter, 7' plunge directly into
channel.

87515

At 30', left bank tributary enters, flowing, becomes steep and clogged with debris
(LWD).

87561

At 14', water flowing out of left bank.

87613

Majority of the flowing water was coming from left bank tributary.

87995

Very small, dry tributary. Minor right bank erosion, steep bank below road.

88185

Still observing salmonid YOY.

88219

At beginning of unit, dry, steep left bank tributary. Riffle nearly dry.

88267

Most riffles nearly dry.

88424

Gradient increasing slightly.

88829

Minor right bank erosion.

88886

Near end of unit begin severe right bank erosion 25' high x 25' deep.

88912

Possible dry right bank tributary. Small landslide, road slumped, fallen trees.

89090

Gradient 2%-4% for 115'.

89111

At 10', right bank tributary with large culvert, 15' plunge, old crushed culvert
beneath new one.0+, 1+ and 2+ steelhead observed.

89156

Gradient >4% units 949-950.

89268

End of boulders. Split dry unit in case of channel type change however, previous
boulder substrate, high gradient units were too short to be there own reach.

89308

At 349', small, dry, low gradient left bank tributary. Return to standard F3
channel type.

89808

Yoy and 1+ steelhead observed. Pool temperature 60° F.
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89937

At 10', left bank tributary, 18" culvert under road, 6' plunge.

90125

Puddles in dry unit <0.2' deep, no fish observed. Channel type change to B3.

90606

One fish observed, hid under large cobble.

90614

Riffle nearly dry.

90647

Gradient increasing, valley wall less steep.

90678

BFW and channel type measured at end of unit: B3.

90930

At end of unit, Left Bank Tributary Three, dry at mouth.

91083

At beginning of unit, right bank erosion 25' high x 25' long nearly vertical.

91263

Salmonid observed.

91318

Last fish observed in survey. Possible old road on right bank.

91359

At 35', dry right bank tributary.

91416

At end of unit, spring on left bank.

91454

Side channel enters.

91463

Dry alternate channel around log jam (unit 985) on left bank.

91557

Change to boulder substrate, gradient increasing to >4%, channel type change to
A2.

91584

At end of unit, log jam 8' high x 35' wide 8' long, 10 LWD and SWD, retaining 6'
gravel/boulder. During high flow, fish could use side channel around log jam.

91737

Main dirt/gravel road and bridge at 45'.

91788

LWD and SWD under bridge and beyond (none touching water).

91872

Sections of loose water hose and debris in channel (not in water).

92091

Strong smell of sulphur in pool.

92233

One live frog, two dead salamanders, one dead grasshopper, and one dead
centipede observed in pool. Light orange spongy bacteria (iron fixing bacteria)
covering most of pool, bubbles coming from bottom in several spots.
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92246

At 157', dry right bank tributary.

92551

End of survey due to time constraints. No fish in this reach. BFW.
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LEVEL III and LEVEL IV HABITAT TYPES
RIFFLE
Low Gradient Riffle
High Gradient Riffle

(LGR)
(HGR)

[1.1]
[1.2]

{ 1}
{ 2}

CASCADE
Cascade
Bedrock Sheet

(CAS)
(BRS)

[2.1]
[2.2]

{ 3}
{24}

FLATWATER
Pocket Water
Glide
Run
Step Run
Edgewater

(POW)
(GLD)
(RUN)
(SRN)
(EDW)

[3.1]
[3.2]
[3.3]
[3.4]
[3.5]

{21}
{14}
{15}
{16}
{18}

MAIN CHANNEL POOLS
Trench Pool
Mid-Channel Pool
Channel Confluence Pool
Step Pool

(TRP)
(MCP)
(CCP)
(STP)

[4.1]
[4.2]
[4.3]
[4.4]

{ 8}
{17}
{19}
{23}

SCOUR POOLS
Corner Pool
Lateral Scour Pool - Log Enhanced
Lateral Scour Pool - Root Wad Enhanced
Lateral Scour Pool - Bedrock Formed
Lateral Scour Pool - Boulder Formed
Plunge Pool

(CRP)
(LSL)
(LSR)
(LSBk)
(LSBo)
(PLP)

[5.1]
[5.2]
[5.3]
[5.4]
[5.5]
[5.6]

{22}
{10}
{11}
{12}
{20}
{ 9}

BACKWATER POOLS
Secondary Channel Pool
Backwater Pool - Boulder Formed
Backwater Pool - Root Wad Formed
Backwater Pool - Log Formed
Dammed Pool

(SCP)
(BPB)
(BPR)
(BPL)
(DPL)

[6.1]
[6.2]
[6.3]
[6.4]
[6.5]

{ 4}
{ 5}
{ 6}
{ 7}
{13}

ADDITIONAL UNIT DESIGNATIONS
Dry
Culvert
Not Surveyed
Not Surveyed due to a marsh

(DRY)
(CUL)
(NS)
(MAR)

[7.0]
[8.0]
[9.0]
[9.1]
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TABLES AND GRAPHS
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ALDER CREEK
HABITAT TYPES BY PERCENT OCCURRENCE

DRY
6%

RIFFLE
34%

POOL
38%

FLATWATER
22%

GRAPH 1
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ALDER CREEK
HABITAT TYPES BY PERCENT TOTAL LENGTH

DRY
5%

RIFFLE
36%
POOL
37%

FLATWATER
22%

GRAPH 2

ALDER CREEK
HABITAT UNIT TYPES BY PERCENT OCCURRENCE
25%

PERCENT OCCURRENCE

20%

15%

10%

5%

0%
GLD

GRAPH 3

RUN

SRN

MCP

CCP

STP

CRP

LSL

LSR

HABITAT TYPE
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LSBk

LSBo

PLP

SCP

BPB

DRY
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ALDER CREEK
POOL HABITAT TYPES BY PERCENT OCCURRENCE

BACKWATER
2%

SCOUR
33%
MAIN
65%

GRAPH 4

ALDER CREEK
MAXIMUM DEPTH IN POOLS
160

140

120

# OF POOLS

100

80

60

40

20

0
<1 FOOT

GRAPH 5

1-<2 FEET

2-<3 FEET

MAXIMUM DEPTH
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3-<4 FEET

>=4 FEET
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ALDER CREEK
PERCENT EMBEDDEDNESS

VALUE 1
1.5%
VALUE 2
25.5%
VALUE 5
35.8%

VALUE 4
8.8%

VALUE 3
28.2%

GRAPH 6

ALDER CREEK
MEAN PERCENT COVER TYPES IN POOLS
NO COVER
2%
UNDERCUT BANKS
10%

BEDROCK LEDGES
7%

SMALL WOODY
DEBRIS
12%
BOULDERS
30%

LARGE WOODY
DEBRIS
8%

ROOT MASS
15%

WHITEWATER
1%
AQUATIC VEG
6%

TERRESTRIAL VEG
9%

GRAPH 7
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ALDER CREEK
SUBSTRATE COMPOSITION IN POOL TAIL-OUTS
50.0%
45.0%

% OF POOL TAIL-OUTS

40.0%
35.0%
30.0%
25.0%
20.0%
15.0%
10.0%
5.0%
0.0%
SILT/CLAY

SAND

GRAVEL

SMALL COBBLE LARGE COBBLE

BOULDER

SUBSTRATE

GRAPH 8

ALDER CREEK
MEAN PERCENT CANOPY

DECIDUOUS TREES
31%

EVERGREEN TREES
49%

OPEN
20%

GRAPH 9
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ALDER CREEK
DOMINANT BANK COMPOSITION IN SURVEY REACH

BEDROCK
15%

BOULDER
2%

COBBLE/GRAVEL
9%

SAND/SILT/CLAY
74%

GRAPH 10

ALDER CREEK
DOMINANT BANK VEGETATION IN SURVEY REACH

NO VEGETATION
1%

GRASS
1.5%
BRUSH
6%

DECID. TREES
38%

EVERGREEN TREES
53%

GRAPH 11
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Map 1. Map of Alder Creek showing the stream habitat inventory reach, watershed boundary,
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and major tributaries inventoried (excluding Tin Can Creek).

Map 2. Map of Alder Creek showing the habitat unit numbers of tributaries and important
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features.
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Map 3. Map of Alder Creek showing the habitat unit numbers of tributaries and important
features.
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Map 4. Map of Alder Creek showing the habitat unit numbers of tributaries and important
features.
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Map 5. Map of Alder Creek showing the habitat unit numbers of tributaries and important
features.
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